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Measuring a Cherenkov ring in the radio emission from air showers at 110-190 MHz with LOFAR
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Measuring radio emission from air showers offers a novel way to determine properties of the primary cosmic rays such as their mass and energy. Theory predicts that relativistic time compression effects lead to a ring of amplified emission which starts to dominate the emission pattern for frequencies above $\sim 100$ MHz. In this article we present the first detailed measurements of this structure. Ring structures in the radio emission of air showers are measured with the LOFAR radio telescope in the frequency range of $110 - 190$ MHz. These data are well described by CoREAS simulations. They clearly confirm the importance of including the index of refraction of air as a function of height. Furthermore, the presence of the Cherenkov ring offers the possibility for a geometrical measurement of the depth of shower maximum, which in turn depends on the mass of the primary particle.
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1. Introduction

Since the discovery of radio emission from cosmic ray induced air showers in the 1960s [1, 2] it has been predicted that radio emission can be used as a tracer for arrival direction, mass, and energy of the primary particle. Experimentally it has been shown that the amplitude of the radio pulse scales with the energy of the primary particle [3]. Recently, it has also been demonstrated that the radio emission pattern observed at the ground is sensitive to the atmospheric depth of shower maximum $X_{\text{max}}$ [4, 5]. This parameter which depends on the type or mass of the primary particle can be measured with an accuracy comparable to that of established techniques, such as the detection of Fluorescence or Cherenkov light (e.g. [6]), but with a much better duty cycle.

This progress would not have been made without thorough theoretical understanding of the emission processes. Recently, models describing the emission processes have converged to similar results [7]. The primary emission component is caused by deflection of electrons and positrons in the Earth’s magnetic field, producing a coherent radio pulse that is polarized linearly in a direction perpendicular to the magnetic field direction and the direction of propagation of the air shower. A secondary component due to negative charge excess at the shower front also generates a coherent radio pulse that is polarized linearly, but now radially away from the shower axis. These components either add constructively or destructively depending on the observer location, creating a complex emission pattern at ground level [8]. This pattern is further influenced by the non-constant and non-unity refractive index of the atmosphere, which leads to visible effects of relativistic time compression of the signal. Hereby emission is amplified for a specific angle with respect to the shower axis [9, 10]. Time compression of the pulse also allows shower emission to be detectable at GHz frequencies where coherence would otherwise be lost [11, 12].
The predicted observational signature of the relativistic time compression of the signal is a ring of amplified emission at the Cherenkov angle, with a diameter in the order of 100 m depending on the shower geometry. For frequencies above 100 MHz this ring is predicted to dominate the emission pattern, but this has yet to be observationally confirmed. From geometrical considerations it follows that the ring diameter should trace the distance to the shower maximum. This can be combined with atmospheric models to derive $X_{\text{max}}$. Simulation studies confirm this basic idea. Thus, measuring the ring diameter might provide an alternate, geometrical method to derive $X_{\text{max}}$, which can be combined with air shower models to reconstruct the type of primary particle.

In this article, measurements of radio emission from cosmic ray air showers in the frequency range 110 – 190 MHz are presented. While this frequency range has been probed inconclusively by several early experiments and other recent experiments are also sensitive in this band, these data represent the first high-quality measurements of the radio pattern on a single event basis. We present three example events that show for the first time on a single shower basis the importance of the Cherenkov ring in this frequency range. Subsequently we test the possibility of using the radius of the Cherenkov ring as an estimator for the depth of shower maximum.

The instrument is described in section 2, followed by the description of employed data analysis techniques in section 3. The current dataset is characterized in section 4. Finally, in section 5 densely sampled signal patterns are shown and their implications for $X_{\text{max}}$ measurements are discussed.

2. The instrument

LOFAR is a distributed radio telescope targeted at observing the lowest radio frequencies from 240 MHz down to the atmospheric cut-off at 10 MHz. The antennas of LOFAR are distributed over several European...
LOFAR covers the low frequency range with two types of antennas. The low-band antennas (LBAs, 10 – 90 MHz) consist of two inverted V-shaped dipole antennas, which are read-out individually. Their characteristics with respect to cosmic-ray air shower measurements are described in [18].

The high-band antennas (HBAs) cover the frequency range from 110 – 240 MHz. In this range the antennas are no longer sky-noise dominated, which had to be accounted for in the design, while keeping the antennas as low cost as possible. One HBA element consist of dual-polarization fat dipole antennas, in which holes were cut to save material, making them similar to bow-tie antennas. The elements are arranged in a styrofoam structure and combined in groups of 16, called tiles. Every tile is packed in black foil, to protect the antenna electronics from the weather. Examples of an element and a tile can be seen in figure 1.

The HBA electronics have been optimized for targeted astronomical observations. The signals from all antennas in a tile are amplified and combined in an analog beamforming step. This means that the signals from the antennas are no longer available separately, but summed with a correction for a delay that a source from a certain direction would introduce. The delays to be applied are provided by the LOFAR control system for a user selectable direction. They are updated very 180 s to keep the direction of maximum sensitivity pointing in the same direction during an observation. A maximum delay of 15.5 ns can be introduced in 32 steps [19].

The HBAs (and LBAs) are grouped together in stations which themselves are distributed on an irregular grid to maximize the number of different baselines for interferometric observations. Near the center of LOFAR two groups of 24 tiles, called sub-stations, are associated with every station as indicated in figure 2. Further away from the core, 48 tiles in a single group belong to a station and international stations comprise a group of 96 tiles.

LOFAR is continuously performing astronomical observations. Here the primary observer selects a target to observe and the desired frequency band. Using both the low-band and high-band antennas simultaneously is currently not possible. Cosmic ray observations typically run in parallel to these primary observations, thus the amount of observing time in a given frequency band is not controlled by the cosmic ray project.

In parallel to any observation the tile-beamformed data from all tiles are filled into ring buffers (Transient Buffer Boards), from which the last 5 s of data can be recorded when triggered. Triggers can be generated by inspecting the data with an on-board FPGA or received through the LOFAR control software. In order to record cosmic-ray pulses, the dense core of LOFAR is equipped with an array of particle detectors [20], as also shown in figure 2. In routine observations, coincidences of several particle detectors trigger a read-out.

\[1\text{Field programmable gate array.}\]
of the ring buffers [18].

The HBAs can be sampled at two different clock frequencies, which allows for several different observing bands. The one mostly used in the present data-set is $110 - 190$ MHz with $200$ MHz sampling, i.e. second Nyquist zone. Alternatively, observations of $170 - 230$ MHz (160 MHz, third Nyquist zone) or $210 - 240$ MHz (200 MHz, third Nyquist zone) can be chosen. However, so far no cosmic-ray observations were conducted in the highest band.

3. Detecting signals from cosmic rays

The detection of cosmic rays in the data from the HBAs is performed mostly identical to that of the LBAs as described in detail in [18]. Here a brief overview is given, and the differences for HBA measurements are explained. Cosmic rays are detected in parallel to an ongoing astronomical observation, which determines the direction of analogue beamforming. When a trigger from the array of particle detectors is received, the tile-beamformed data is written to disk and stored for processing. The combination of all radio and particle data corresponding to one trigger is called an *event*. During processing, the signals from all tiles in a station are first coherently beamformed in the cosmic-ray arrival direction as reconstructed from the particle data. When a significant signal, with a signal-to-noise ratio exceeding three in amplitude, is detected in the beamformed signal the station is selected for further processing and the event is selected as a cosmic ray candidate. Using a smaller search window, around the peak in the beamformed signal, a pulse search is then performed on the Hilbert envelope of the up-sampled signals from each tile. Up-sampling, by a factor 16, is needed such that the pulse maximum search is not the limiting factor in achieving the required time resolution. From the arrival times of those pulse maxima for which the signal-to-noise ratio in amplitude exceeds three, the direction of the cosmic ray is reconstructed. Additionally the amplitude (in each instrumental polarization) and integrated pulse power, over 55 ns centered on the pulse maximum, are extracted.
However, due to the different hardware and other dominant contributions to the background there are some differences in the reconstruction of the HBA data.

3.1. Removal of radio frequency interference (RFI)

The frequency band of the HBAs is less radio quiet than the LBA band. Especially an emergency pager signal at around 170 MHz adds a non-negligible amount of power to the spectrum. Therefore, before additional RFI removal is applied [18], all power in a band of 3 MHz around the pager frequency is set to zero with the edges convolved with a Gaussian to prevent artificial ringing in the signal.

Furthermore, single HBAs have been reported to occasionally show spikes in the data due to malfunctions. As such spikes will disturb the initial search for pulses in a beam formed trace, a simple spike search is performed after the RFI cleaning and antennas with spikes of outlying high amplitude are removed from the data-set.

3.2. Non-removable background

The HBAs are no longer fully dominated by the diffuse sky noise. In addition to the system noise, some astronomical sources introduce measurable signals in every single tile, most evident for bright sources such as Cas A or Cyg A. This means that the background noise in HBA observation is neither uniform nor independent of the direction of observation.

With dedicated on- and off-source observations it was established that the noise-level will vary at most 15% due to different background sources, which reduces the sensitivity for cosmic ray observations. However, due to their brightness these sources are not a common target for HBA observations.

3.3. Gain corrections

The HBA antennas are not read out individually but rather in tile-groups of 16 antennas after analogue beamforming in the direction of the observation. In order to minimize artefacts in interferometric images, all individual HBA sub-stations are rotated at different unique angles (see section 2). While the antenna elements within a tile are counter rotated by the same amount in order to observe the same polarization component, the grid of 16 elements is oriented with the sub-station orientation. This gives a different tile sensitivity pattern for each HBA sub-station, resulting in different gains between sub-stations within one single cosmic-ray event. Additionally, the non flat phase response due to the tile beamforming adds a direction dependent distortion to the pulse shape which is worse for cosmic ray arrival directions away from the observation direction. To illustrate the complexities involved, figure 3 shows the influence of the analog tile-beamforming on a pure cosmic ray signal, without background noise, obtained from a CoREAS simulation [8]. Here, the power gain

\[ G_P = 10 \cdot \log_{10} \left( \frac{P_{\text{out}}}{P_{\text{in}}} \right) \] (1)
Figure 3: Influence of the beamforming applied at the HBA tile-level. Shown is the resulting gain in power as a function of cosmic ray arrival direction for two tile-orientations. They are given for a beam pointing towards local zenith in figures (a), (c) and towards the North Celestial Pole in figures (b), (d). Figures (e) and (f) show the respective differences in gain between the two tiles from different sub-stations. These differences result in offsets between the measured signal strength in different sub-stations depending on the arrival direction of the cosmic ray.
is given as a function of the cosmic-ray arrival direction for two HBA sub-station orientations and two beam
directions. The simplest pattern is obtained for a beam pointing towards zenith, where the delay corrections
are zero and the signals from the individual antennas are simply added (left-hand side in figure 3). The
gain pattern is in this case solely the result of delays introduced by the arrival direction of the cosmic ray.
However, for many LOFAR observations the beam is not pointing towards zenith, but rather towards some
astronomical object. A frequently occurring pointing is towards the North Celestial Pole, which is given
as a second example (right-hand side). While the beam shapes for tiles in two sub-stations look similar,
there are significant differences as depicted in the bottom row of figure 3. These differences translate into
differences in observed pulse amplitude of up to a factor of ~15 between tiles in two different sub-stations
depending on the shower arrival direction. This means that while the beamforming always introduces an
additional gain for cosmic rays arriving from the direction of the beam, the effect of the beamforming for
off-beam cosmic rays will not be the same for every tile. While some signals might still be enhanced, others
will be reduced to essentially noise-level.

The exact differences depend on the shape of the pulse and on the frequency response of the electronics.
Furthermore, the complex direction and frequency dependent response pattern of the individual elements
needs to be taken into account as well. Crosstalk between antenna elements, due to the close spacing within
a tile, requires a response pattern per element as the patterns will be slightly different. Such a detailed
antenna model currently does not exist. Therefore, differences between tiles due to beamforming and the
antenna pattern are not corrected for in the present analysis.

In addition to the beam effect, there are intrinsic differences between stations and tiles. Gain differences
between tiles within a station are corrected for using standard LOFAR calibration tables. These tables are
generated regularly using the algorithms described in [21, 22]. The effect of possible gain differences between
stations was tested, using data from the HBA part of the LOFAR MSSS survey [23]. The calibration values
obtained form the pre-processed data of this survey vary between observations, but differ on average about
5% between stations in any given observation. As these values are not stable on longer time-scales, they
are not used to correct for gain differences in this analysis. This introduces a 5% uncertainty on the pulse
amplitudes measured in different stations.

Given the above mentioned lacking knowledge of the precise characteristics of the system, there is cur-
rently no absolute calibration for the electric field strength of the measurements.

4. Dataset

Cosmic-ray data have been gathered with the HBAs since October 2011. Until November 2013, 155
events have been detected in the band of 110 – 190 MHz. In addition, two events were detected in the band
of 170 – 230 MHz. The time spent observing the lower of the two HBA bands was about 20 times longer.
Figure 4: Directions of the detected cosmic rays on sky as reconstructed from the particle data. 0° corresponds to west and 90° is north. The zenith angle ranges from 0° to 70°. Also indicated (blue circle) is the direction of the magnetic field at the LOFAR core, which is pointing downwards to north. A clear asymmetry of number of detected events is visible.

Therefore, this article concentrates on the events measured in the lower band.

The triggers from the scintillator array were sent according to the same specifications as for LBA observations [18]. These settings give a threshold energy of $2 \cdot 10^{15}$ eV for the particle detection. While being recorded with the same trigger settings, the detection probability for an air shower based on its radio signal is found to be roughly a factor two lower for HBA than for LBA. This difference can be attributed either to an intrinsically reduced emission strength at higher frequencies or instrumental effects such as higher background levels and hardware differences.

4.1. Information from particle data

Every triggered radio event is complemented with parameters reconstructed from the particle data. For every event two reconstructed directions are available, one from the particle data and one based on the radio signals. The angular resolution of the particle detectors is on average 1°. Further parameters obtainable from the particle data are the position of the shower axis and an energy estimate of the primary cosmic ray. Both parameters are only reliably reconstructed for a certain parameter space [18], and therefore not available for all events. The high quality events which are detected with the HBAs span an energy range from $1.7 \cdot 10^{16}$ eV to $1.1 \cdot 10^{18}$ eV.

4.2. Arrival directions

The arrival directions of the cosmic rays detected with the radio antennas are shown in figure 4. A clear north-south asymmetry is visible, which will be discussed in detail in section 4.4.

The angular resolution achieved with the HBA antennas is not the same for all directions. Many events are only measured with one station. As the antennas are clustered in two sub-stations, this results in a
poorer angular resolution for showers arriving perpendicular to the axis connecting the two sub-stations. Also, the tile-beamforming has a negative effect on the accuracy as it affects the pulse shape and thereby influences the reconstruction of the arrival time. Thus, in a similar analysis as presented in [18], the angular resolution was determined to be 7° with respect to the particle data. This angular resolution strongly decreases as a function of number of stations with detected pulses, but is on average worse than with the LBAs. Thus, a cosmic-ray candidate event is now accepted as a cosmic-ray event when the directions reconstructed from particle data and radio agree within 20°, instead of 10°. This relaxed cut excludes two obvious RFI candidates that arrived from close to the horizon and can also be identified by their deviating pulse form. This loosened cut provides larger statistics at a possible cost of lesser purity.

4.3. Effect of the tile-beamforming

Due to the statistical nature of the cosmic ray arrival directions, no event arrived directly (< 1°) from the direction in which the beam of the observation was pointing.

The main effect of tile-beamforming in the direction of the shower is an increase in signal strength, which lowers the detection threshold. The main effect of beamforming in another direction than the arrival direction is a distortion of the pulse shape. This makes events of low signal strength harder to detect. Strong pulses are detectable, but the frequency content of the pulse as well as the position of the maximum will be affected. This effect is observed in data and visualized in figure 5, where the likelihood of detection is plotted as a function of angular distance between arrival direction and beam. The overall detection efficiency is determined by the energy threshold of the HBA tiles, which is higher than the threshold of the particle array. However, the figure shows that events arriving closer to the beam direction are more likely to be detected and also that the detection probability does not go to zero with increasing distance. Interesting to note is
that the distribution roughly follows the predicted dimensions of the beam of the HBAs. Using the relation for the diffraction pattern of an interferometer

\[ G_{\text{Beam}} \sim \frac{1}{D \cdot \alpha} \cdot \sin \left( \frac{\lambda}{D \cdot \alpha} \right), \]  

(2)

with typical wavelength \( \lambda \) and detector size \( D \), gives a full width half maximum beamwidth of about \( \alpha = 20^\circ \) for an HBA tile and the distribution shown in figure 5. This beamwidth also describes the roughly 20° region depicted figure 3(e), in which the gain is independent of the rotation of the sub-station. Both beam effects essentially limit the field of view and sensitivity for cosmic ray observations with the HBAs.

4.4. Observation of north-south asymmetry

If the main contribution to the radio emission from cosmic ray air showers is geomagnetic in origin, a north-south asymmetry in the arrival direction of air showers measured in radio is expected [24, 25]. This has indeed been observed by many experiments in the frequency range up to \( \sim 100 \text{ MHz} \) [3, 16]. If this still holds true for the frequency range considered in this paper \( (110 - 190 \text{ MHz}) \), such a north-south asymmetry should also be visible in Fig. 4. This indeed is the case. However, for the particular setup at LOFAR there is an additional complication. As the sensitivity of the instrument depends on the arrival direction of the cosmic ray relative to the current pointing of the tile-beam, an observed asymmetry in air shower arrival directions might be the result from an asymmetry in the beam pointing rather than caused by the intrinsic air shower radio emission process.

In Fig. 6 it can be seen that while the reconstructed arrival directions of the cosmic rays detected by the particle detectors are uniformly distributed in azimuth, the subset of those triggers that had a detectable radio signal are not. In the same figure the tile-beam directions for all triggered events are also indicated. Although at first glance, the distribution of radio events seems to follow the beam direction distribution, a closer inspection does show some important differences. In the second bin for example, the fraction of detected radio events is much larger than the fraction of beams pointing in this direction. It is important to stress here again that such a discrepancy is possible since while the sensitivity is higher in the beam direction, it is not zero outside of the beam. Thus, a cosmic ray coming from outside the beam can still be detected if the signal is sufficiently strong.

A total of 155 cosmic rays were detected. Of those cosmic rays 116 arrived from the northern half of the hemisphere and 39 from the southern half giving a ratio \( N/S = 3.0 \). In order to check if this asymmetry can be explained solely by the asymmetric distributions of tile-beams (a ratio of 1.46 for all beams, resulting in 92 north vs. 63 south for 155 observations), a simple Monte Carlo procedure is followed. For each trial the number of events arriving from north and south are drawn from a Poissonian distribution with expectation values 92 and 63 respectively. The ratio of events from north over events from south is calculated. This ratio follows a neither Poissonian nor Gaussian distribution. A total number of \( 10^7 \) trials are performed
to give the probability distribution of the north over south ratio. This procedure was repeated 100 times giving a total number of $10^9$ trials. The cumulative probability of observing a ratio of 3.0 or higher is $P(r \geq 3.0) = 3.4 \cdot 10^{-5}$ on average. In order to reduce the probability to be dominated by events arriving close to the north-south boundary or near the zenith, where north and south are not defined, the same analysis is repeated on a set that excludes these regions by $\pm 5^\circ$. This exclusion region is motivated by the beamwidth and excludes 7 air showers. The remaining air showers are distributed in 112 from north and 36 from south with a fraction of 1.57 from north for all beams remaining in the selected regions. The resulting probability for this set is found at a value of $1.9 \cdot 10^{-4}$.

Furthermore, if we only select the 61 beams that were actually pointing to the south, we still detect 38 air showers in them arriving from the north. The result also does not change if the arrival directions reconstructed from LOFAR data itself are used instead of the ones from particle detector data.

It is thus extremely unlikely that the observed asymmetry in cosmic ray arrival directions is caused by the asymmetry of the instrumental sensitivity alone. We therefore conclude that the distribution of arrival directions of air showers measured at 110 – 190 MHz is compatible with a strong geomagnetic component in the emission.

5. Observation of Cherenkov rings in air showers

The high antenna density of LOFAR enables detailed studies of the radiation pattern generated by individual showers. This is very instructive due to the intrinsic asymmetry of the signal which hinders averaging over showers. LOFAR is the only current experiment that can test theoretical predictions about
the signal pattern in a single event study.

Using these single events several approaches how to extract information from the radio pattern about the characteristics of the air shower are tested. The measured patterns are in their full extent compared to Monte Carlo simulations. This illustrates to what extent the current air shower simulations capture the measured features and how this contains information about the shower development. Furthermore, the measured events show the predicted ring structures and these are used to extract the ring size. Here, we also discuss with what precision the ring size can be determined and whether this is sufficient for a measurement of the height of the shower maximum.

5.1. Example event

Figure 7 shows an event as recorded with the HBAs. The distribution of signal strengths on the ground shows the level of detail in which the features of the emission can be measured with LOFAR. It is however difficult to identify general structures by eye, given the irregular distribution of antennas and the measurement of the radiation pattern on the ground instead of in the shower plane.

5.2. Comparison to simulations

As shown in [4] the simulation code CoREAS [8] describes the data from the low-band antennas well and in great detail. With these simulations it can be illustrated what is expected from an observation at higher frequencies. Figure 8 shows the same simulation filtered in the two different LOFAR frequency bands. The shape of the signal distribution as function of the distance to the shower axis changes at higher frequencies.
A ring-like structure emerges, which corresponds to the enhancement at around 100 m. Furthermore, the total power of the signal decreases with frequency.

A direct comparison of the HBA data using the method of [4] can only be accomplished under certain conditions. As discussed earlier, the additional gain differences of the HBA sub-stations according to their rotation make it challenging to correct for the hardware response. To do this correctly, one has to simulate single pulses and feed them through a full model of the hardware, including especially the analogue beam former. Such a realistic model of the full hardware is however not available yet.

Instead, we can concentrate on events that arrived from close to the direction of the beam. As shown in figures 3 and 5, the response of all HBA sub-stations is similar for events arriving from the full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) of the main beam. We selected three such events with more than four triggered stations and compared them to simulations. All three events arrived from close to the north celestial pole.

For the comparison we employ the same method as described in [4]. Each event is characterized by its arrival direction (reconstructed from the arrival times of the radio pulses) and energy (reconstructed from the particle detections). The CoREAS [8] plugin of CORSIKA [26], employing QGSJETII.04 [27] as the hadronic interaction model, is used to generate radio emission intensity patterns for the given input parameters. Due to shower-to-shower fluctuations the generated pattern will be different for each simulated shower. The main factor determining pattern differences is $X_{\text{max}}$, the distribution of which depends on the type of the primary particle. Thus, 25 showers are generated with a proton as the primary and 15 with an iron nucleus using the energy estimate and arrival direction from the particle data as input. The predicted radio intensity pattern for each shower is compared with the measured data. Free parameters in this least-squares fit are the position of the shower axis and a single scaling factor, compensating for the
missing absolute calibration. The simulation with the best matching pattern is selected as the comparison 
event.

The best fitting simulations for the three events are shown in figure 9. In the images on the left-hand 
side, the interpolated total power from the simulation is given in the background map. Overlaid are the 
measured data as circles. Where the colors match there is an agreement in signal strength. The Cherenkov 
ring dominates the structure for all events, which is clearly visible in both simulations and measurements.

The same can be seen in a projection of the signals as a function of distance to shower axis as shown 
on the right-hand side of figure 9. This lateral distribution is dominated by the amplified ring structure 
at distances of about 100 meters. These measurements confirm the importance of the propagation of the 
radiation, which causes these relativistic time compression of the measured emission, which itself is still 
dominated by the geomagnetic effect (see 4.4).

5.3. Sensitivity of the Cherenkov ring to the depth of the shower maximum

It was suggested in [13] that the radius of the Cherenkov ring is sensitive to the depth of shower maximum 
$X_{\text{max}}$. Experimentally, it has to be tested how precisely the radius of the ring can be measured and what 
resolution this yields for $X_{\text{max}}$.

The three events introduced above are used to determine the precision with which the radius of the 
Cherenkov ring can be obtained. The ring size is defined as that distance to the shower axis at which the 
pulse power reaches its maximum value. This distance of the highest signal strength is obtained by fitting 
a Gaussian function to the distribution of pulse power as function of distance to the shower axis.

When applying this method a number of uncertainties have to be taken into account. The main con- 
tribution to the overall uncertainty is the uncertainty on the position of the shower axis. Unless there is a 
complete fit of the signal distribution of the radio data [28], the axis as obtained with the particle array has 
to be used. The array delivers uncertainties on the axis position that vary from 5 meters to 30 meters and 
on the arrival direction of about 1°.

In order to account for these uncertainties, the signal strength as a function of distance to the shower 
axis is recalculated 500 times for a shower axis that is varied within its uncertainties. The resulting ring sizes 
obtained by fitting the Gaussian to the new distributions are filled into a histogram. From this histogram 
the most probable value of the ring size and the corresponding uncertainty can be obtained.

As can be seen in figure 9, the signal pattern is not completely axis-symmetric. This is not taken into 
account, when using a one-dimensional fit to describe the whole distribution. It seems, however, that the 
radius of the ring is sufficiently symmetric in the shower plane to approximate this feature in one dimension, 
and thus a fit of a Gaussian function is chosen to determine the ring size.

The parameters reconstructed from the radio pulse powers of the three example showers are shown in 
table I.
Figure 9: Comparison of measurements and simulations for three air showers. Left: Signal distribution in shower plane. The circles indicate the positions of all measured signals from tiles operational at that moment. The background map is the interpolated signal strength from the best fitting simulated CoREAS shower. The integrated power from 110 – 190 MHz both for measurements and simulations is encoded in color. The reference coordinate system is the shower plane defined by the propagation velocity vector of the shower $v$ and magnetic field direction $B$. The shower axis is located at the plus sign. Right: Corresponding integrated radio pulse power for simulation (blue squares) and LOFAR HBA measurements (red circles) as a function of distance to shower axis.
Table 1: Shower parameters determining the measurement of $X_{\text{max}}$. The angle is measured from zenith (upwards: 0°) and reconstructed from radio data. The arrival directions are compatible with the ones reconstructed from particle data. The ring size is determined according to the procedure described in section 5.3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Zenith angle [°]</th>
<th>Radius of ring [m]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>43.4 ± 2.0</td>
<td>117.3 ± 4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>34.9 ± 1.0</td>
<td>93.3 ± 2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>40.5 ± 1.0</td>
<td>119.6 ± 22.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: The height of the shower maximum $X_{\text{max}}$ as obtained for the example events. The methods are using a parametrization for different zenith angles (Fit) or dedicated individual simulations (Sim).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Fit: $X_{\text{max}}$ [g/cm$^2$]</th>
<th>Sim: $X_{\text{max}}$ [g/cm$^2$]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>45° : 631 ± 85</td>
<td>675 ± 22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>30° : 548 ± 58</td>
<td>643 ± 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>45° : 609 ± 156</td>
<td>671 ± 37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In [13] $X_{\text{max}}$ is calculated by fitting the following relation to a set of air showers, simulated using the EVA code [29], with energies between $10^{17} - 10^{19}$ eV:

$$X_{\text{max}} = a + b \cdot d_{\text{max}}. \quad (3)$$

The parameters $a$ and $b$ are fitted constants and $d_{\text{max}}$ denotes the radius of the ring.

In [13] the generated air showers are vertical and the configuration of the magnetic field is different in both direction and strength from that at the central site of LOFAR. This makes it necessary to redo the calculations to obtain a prediction for the relation of the ring size to the height of the shower maximum appropriate for LOFAR observations. The same analysis for showers of a more typical arrival direction ($\theta = 45^\circ$) in the frequency range of 110 – 190 MHz with the magnetic field configuration at the LOFAR location, delivers the results shown in figure 10.

For vertical showers and frequencies below 200 MHz, [13] find a double-peaked structure in the distribution of signal strengths, which complicates the usage of the ring size as tracer of the shower maximum. For the magnetic field configuration of LOFAR and the higher inclination angle this feature does however not occur. Therefore a linear relation between ring size and shower maximum can still be used, as evidenced by Fig. 10.

For a perfectly measured radius of the ring a resolution of better than 25 g/cm$^2$ is achieved. Combining this uncertainty with the uncertainties for the reconstruction of the ring size, yields the results as shown in table 2. The results are compared to the best fit obtained from CoREAS simulations, as described above.

This shows that there is, for the given three events, no statistically significant discrepancy between the
Figure 10: Distribution of ring sizes obtained from EVA simulations for different values of the height of the shower maximum. Air showers were simulated with iron (blue squares) and proton primaries (red circles), a zenith angle of 45° and a random azimuth angle. The radio signals are filtered to match the frequency range of the HBAs. The magnetic field configuration was the one of the center of LOFAR. The height of the shower maximum can be expressed by a linear function of the ring size, which is indicated by the fit.

value for $X_{\text{max}}$ obtained with the two methods. However, the precision obtained by directly comparing to simulations is much higher than the one from using only the ring size. It should also be noted, that one cannot use the discrepancies between the values to compare the two models (EVA and CoREAS), as two completely different methods are applied to obtain $X_{\text{max}}$.

There are a number of additional uncertainties that need to be considered when comparing the results. As shown in [13] the frequency range in which the shower is measured has a strong effect on the location of the ring. As there is no full antenna model to correct the HBA observations to a fully flat frequency spectrum, this might bias the results. Also, the missing antenna correction influences the $X_{\text{max}}$ obtained with direct comparison to simulations. In contrast to measurements with the low-band antennas, the hardware response for the high-band antennas could not be included. It also should be noted that there is no parametrization of the ring size as a function of zenith angle yet and the events are approximated by the closest available set of simulations.

We show that the radius of the Cherenkov ring can be used with experimental data as an indicator for the depth of the shower maximum. However, the obtainable accuracy is far less than needed for a precise composition study. It is therefore necessary to use more information than just the ring size. This information is available in the fact that the distribution of the signal is a non-symmetric function of several shower parameters. Employing a more complex fitting procedure [28] or a direct comparison to simulated showers [4] uses this information.
6. Conclusions and Outlook

The data of air showers collected with the LOFAR high-band antennas provide unprecedented detailed measurements of radio emission in the frequency range of 110 – 230 MHz. In standard observation mode, 155 cosmic rays were measured between October 2011 and November 2013.

The high-band antennas were designed to observe (astronomical) objects in pre-defined directions. The effect of the analogue beamforming is difficult to remove completely for cosmic-ray measurements. It influences the absolute calibration between groups of high-band antennas and affects the shape of the pulses. This makes the high-band antennas a less optimal tool than the low-band antennas. However, we show that it is worthwhile to attempt a detailed correction of the hardware effects.

For the first time, we measure a dominant relativistic time compression of the radio emission of air showers on a single-event basis in the frequency range of 110 – 190 MHz. We show that it is possible to measure the radius of this Cherenkov ring with an accuracy of less than 20 meters. This is sufficient to give an indication of the depth of shower maximum. However, more complex procedures are needed to resolve the shower maximum with the necessary accuracy for composition studies. Given that LOFAR is observing with the high-band antennas roughly 50% of the time, reconstructing the HBA data to a better quality will significantly increase the event statistics for composition studies at LOFAR.

Also, measuring the same air shower with both types of antennas is very promising. The well-understood measurements with the low-band antennas could be extended to higher frequencies to learn more about the emission mechanisms. The current measurements strongly encourage to implement this mode of combined observation in the complete frequency range from 10 – 230 MHz in LOFAR.
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